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ICE BREAKING ACTIVITY 

 

Objectives 

The objectives of the ice breaking activities are to make the members of a group familiar 

with one another to foster confidence and encourage team spirit. It aims at: 

 Opening people up 

 Creating interpersonal bonds 

 Increasing individual confidence 

 Enlarging imagination 

 Building up team spirit 

Skills Developed 

The ice breaking session aims at the development of the following skills: 

 Verbal fluency 

 Lexical improvement 

 Idea generation 

Ice-Breaking activity can be an effective method to build a positive classroom climate. These 

activities are used to create a relaxed environment that encourages participation and help 

breaking the ice among the students. It is a fun activity and students will show enthusiasm to 

participate. 

Each student has to give her name and also the name of a familiar object which starts with the 

first letter of her name. Likewise all the students will give two names each, one familiar object 

and the other, their name. They will repeat the two names which each one has given, twice or 

thrice one after the other. After that, any one student will tell all the names objects along with the 

names of students, one pair (object & student) after another. The process repeats with 4 or 5 

more students giving all the names. Thus all of them become familiar with one another by 

knowing their names and thereby they develop friendship among themselves.   

The second part is by Simple Self-Introductions. Students introduce themselves to the rest of the 

class, including their names, education, family details, interests, role models and their goals in 

life. This also helps them to know about one another a little bit better. This is a particularly 

useful exercise in a course where student speaking, in the form of speeches, oral presentations, or 

regular discussions, are expected. 



 

  

  

Grammar & Vocabulary Seminar 

Students were given an opportunity to present a Seminar covering the Grammar components viz. 

Subject- Verb Agreement, Noun-Pronoun Agreement, Misplaced Modifiers, Tenses and 

Antonyms and solve textual exercises.   

Learning Objectives: 

 To develop linguistic competence 

 To develop team spirit 

 To enhance oral presentation skills 

Learning Outcomes: 

 Learn to work collaboratively 

 Develop skills for independent learning 

 Learn how to present grammar topics with confidence 

 Develops self confidence shunning stage fear 

 Learn how to construct a grammar exercise and solve 



Misplaced Modifiers 

 

Subject-Verb Agreement 

  

Noun-Pronoun Agreement 

 

Antonyms 

  


